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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of delivering information streams to in-
terested mobile users, leveraging both access to the infrastructure
and device-to-device data transfers. The goal is to design practical
relaying algorithms that aim at optimizing a global system objec-
tive that accounts for two important aspects: first, the user interest
in content with respect to its type and delivery time; and, second,
resource constraints such as storage and transmission costs.

We first examine a set of real-world datasets reporting contacts
between users moving in relatively restricted geographic areas (e.g.
a city). These datasets provide evidence that significant perfor-
mance gains can be achieved by extending the information dissemi-
nation from one to two hops, and that using longer paths only brings
marginal benefits. We also show that correlation of delays through
different paths is typically significant, thus asking for system de-
sign that would allow for general user mobility.

We then propose a class of relaying strategies (referred to as
SCOOP) that aim at optimizing a global system objective, are fully
decentralized, require only locally observable states by individual
devices, and allow for general user mobility. These properties char-
acterize a practical scheme whose efficiency is evaluated using real-
world mobility traces.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: C.2.1 [Network Architec-
ture and Design]: Wireless Communication
General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Performance
Keywords: DTNs, decentralized opportunistic relaying, two-hop
relaying
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1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of opportunistic communications has emerged as

an alternative and augmentation of traditional networks for devices
that experience intermittent connectivity. In such networks, be-
sides the regular access to wireless or wired networks, mobile de-
vices may exploit opportunistic device-to-device data transfers to
increase network performance and achieve dissemination of infor-
mation.

While initially targeted for disaster recovery, vehicular or chal-
lenged networks that are delay-tolerant (DTNs), opportunistic com-
munications have recently attracted additional interest as a means
to reduce the communication cost both for Internet Service Providers
(ISPs) and individual users, especially for the case of 3G networks.
Applications that constantly push information streams and content
to mobile devices (e.g., news broadcasting, Facebook and Twitter
feeds, podcasting [16, 13, 11]) are commonplace and their data vol-
umes are projected to significantly increase [21], posing a challenge
to the existing infrastructure. Operators, thus, consider opportunis-
tic data transfers to alleviate congestion in their backhaul networks,
e.g., in 3G networks [1] and, similarly, in the British Telecom FON
network [4]. Additionally, from the user perspective, device-to-
device transfers may considerably reduce the cost of mobile data
plans and prevent extra charges imposed when exceeding monthly
data limits or when roaming. Combining the direct access data dis-
semination with device-to-device data transfers may well enable
cost and time effective dissemination of media-rich content, which
otherwise may be too expensive for dissemination through direct
access.

Typically, proposals for routing or, more generally, information
dissemination in DTNs, either attempt to keep a single copy of a
message to deliver in the network (i.e., forwarding protocols, e.g.,
[12]), or replicate messages at transfer opportunities to find a path
to the destination (i.e., epidemic routing). As message replication
implies resource costs, existing solutions attempt to limit the mes-
sage replication in the network by deploying various heuristics,
such as limiting the number of existing replicas (e.g., [26, 5]), in-
ferring the likelihood of delivering the message (e.g., [19, 3]), or
leveraging the social structure of the network [8].

Most of the proposed protocols that limit message replication try
to infer device mobility and track the expected delays towards var-
ious nodes. Information about node mobility and message delay
helps the protocols to make informed decisions on which messages
to relay. In order to estimate delays, proposed protocols often make



simplifying assumptions about user mobility such as that delays
through different paths are independent. However, as our analysis
of real-world mobility traces shows, such independence assump-
tions may not hold in practice. Given the status quo, an outstand-
ing problem is to devise a practical message relaying algorithm that
aims at maximizing an a priori defined global system objective for
general user mobility.

This work proposes a class of decentralized and opportunistic
relaying strategies (referred to as SCOOP) that aim at optimizing
an a priori defined global system objective. The admitted global
system objective captures two important aspects: i) the value of in-
formation streams to users by accounting in a natural way for both
users’ preference across various information streams with respect
to the content as well as the timeliness of delivery; and, ii) the stor-
age and transmission costs due to the message relaying strategy.
In summary, SCOOP features the following desired properties: (1)
it aims at optimizing a well-defined global system objective, (2)
it supports multi-point to multi-point communication, i.e., a multi-
cast delivery of information streams, unlike to previous proposals
of point-to-point (unicast) routing schemes, (3) it is decentralized
and requires only local observations to make message relaying de-
cisions, and (4) it allows for general user mobility, and, in particu-
lar, it does not require any independence assumptions with regard
to message forwarding paths and is thus practical.

Additionally, SCOOP is simple in that the decision to relay a
message from a given information stream, when the relay meets
the corresponding source, depends on a single per-channel control
variable that is identical for all messages of a stream (the prob-
ability to relay messages of that stream). This per-channel con-
trol variable contrasts with some other proposals (e.g., RAPID [3]),
where this decision is taken on a per-message basis, depending on
whether or not the message has been already relayed by other nodes
and on delay estimates. The approach used by SCOOP allows for
scalable implementation and yet yields efficient message delivery
without requiring delay estimations. Furthermore, our proposed re-
laying algorithm is based on a well-defined sub-gradient procedure
for finding extremum points of the global objective function, which
we show can be done using only locally observable information by
individual nodes. The use of only local information is unlike to
most previous proposals that require global knowledge by individ-
ual nodes such as assuming that for a given message, at relaying
decisions instances, a node knows the set of relays that received the
message, and for this reason must rely on approximations.

The key assumption that underlies the design of the relaying
strategies proposed in this paper is the restriction to forward mes-
sages along paths of length one or two hops (i.e., messages are
transferred to a user either through a direct contact with a source or
through another user acting as a relay), which is referred to as two-
hop relaying. The restriction to two-hop path relaying is crucial
for tractability reasons as it allows us to formulate an optimiza-
tion problem for the underlying information delivery task, which
seems to be rather difficult if not impossible without limiting the
path lenghts. While this restriction may degrade the efficiency of
the information dissemination compared with a relaying strategy
that would allow for longer-length paths, using real-world mobil-
ity traces, we provide indications that in many cases in practice,
forwarding along paths of length at most two may already pro-
vide nearly optimal performance. Our data analysis further indi-
cates that relaying paths in mobile networks are typically positively
correlated, and thus the path delay independence assumption may
not be valid in practice; interestingly, positive correlations persist
across a wide range of communication delays.

In summary, our contributions include the following:

• The analysis of several real-world traces indicates that two-hops
may be enough for opportunistic relaying of information and that
relaying paths are positively correlated in practical scenarios (Sec-
tion 2). This characterization result provides a justification to re-
strict the design to two-hop relaying. The observed positive correla-
tions suggest that deriving information dissemination schemes us-
ing an underlying user mobility model under which delays through
distinct paths are statistically independent is unrealistic. To fill this
gap, SCOOP admits a general user mobility described by a station-
ary ergodic process. Thus, it allows for user mobility to be statisti-
cally non-identical across users and, in general, statistically depen-
dent across individual users and time.

• We formulate a natural global system objective and devise a de-
centralized relaying strategy that aims at optimizing this global sys-
tem objective (Section 3). This is unlike to proposals that deploy
various heuristics to relay messages that are not necessarily optimal
with respect to an underlying global system objective. These strate-
gies lack to achieve optimal performance because they are either
not designed for the given objective or rely on some simplifying
assumptions on user mobility that may not hold in practice. Our
decentralized relaying strategy is derived as a sub-gradient scheme
for an a priori defined global system objective combining the tech-
niques from the Smoothed Perturbation Analysis (SPA) (e.g. [7])
and the theory of stochastic approximation (e.g. [15]).

• We describe a baseline implementation of SCOOP and demon-
strate the performance and practicality of the proposed framework
through simulations using real-world mobility traces (Section 4).
Specifically, the results show that, overall, SCOOP achieves good
delivery rates that are in many cases near to the delivery rates of an
omniscious RAPID-like scheme.

To the best of our knowledge, this work is the first to present
a class of relaying strategies for multicast content delivery in mo-
bile ad-hoc networks that optimize a global system objective and
allow for general user mobility. In particular, compared to previous
work, our framework alleviates making any specific assumptions
on user mobility that may not hold in practice, such as statistical
independence of inter-contact times between mobile devices, ho-
mogeneity of distributions of inter-contact times between distinct
pairs of mobile devices, and assuming specific parametric families
for the distributions of inter-contact times.

2. MULTI-HOP RELAYING
This section examines the benefits of multi-hop relaying strate-

gies through a set of real-world datasets. These datasets, summa-
rized in Table 1, report contacts between users moving within a
relatively restricted geographic area (a conference site, a campus,
or a city). Limiting the coverage of DTNs allows information to
be disseminated within reasonable delays. We note that the re-
sults presented here are unlikely to hold when considering wider
DTNs (i.e., several cities), but such networks would naturally ex-
hibit much higher delays.

Overall, the analyzed traces have widely different properties in
terms of their duration, the environment, and the type of contacts
studied, such as contacts of human mobility, e.g., bluetooth con-
tacts of human carried devices (Infocom trace) [25], device pres-
ence in WiFi hotspots (UCSD trace) [20], contacts from moving ve-
hicles, e.g., opportunistic data transfers across the DieselNet buses [2],
and GPS inferred contacts (SF Taxis trace) [23].



Figure 1: Dissemination delay vs. the maximum number of hops allowed.

Table 1: Traces studied.
Name Technology Duration Devices Contacts Year
UCSD WiFi 77 days 275 116,383 2002

Infocom Bluetooth 3 days 37 42,569 2005
DieselNet WiFi 20 days 34 3,268 2007
SF Taxis GPS 24 days 535 183M 2008

In particular, this section addresses the following questions:

Q1: Do a few number of hops suffice for content relaying or are
long paths required to achieve acceptable performance?

Q2: What are the properties of the discovered multi-hop paths,
and in particular, are the paths independent?

In the remainder of this section we provide support for the fol-
lowing two claims: (1) two-hop relaying brings most of the benefits
when considering multi-hop relaying and (2) dependence across
two-hops paths is significant, and thus independence assumptions
do not appear to be valid.

2.1 Benefits of Two-Hop Relaying
The characterization that follows examines the benefits of ex-

ploiting multiple hops in opportunistic information dissemination.
To this end, we track a message dissemination through contacts for
the four traces in Table 1. In particular, this investigation focuses
on the message dissemination time defined as the time it takes for
a message originated from a node to reach all nodes connected to

the source through a path of length limited to some fixed number
of hops. To measure this dissemination time, we randomly choose
a source node, and observe how information originated from this
node spreads through the network allowing for k-hop paths only,
with k varying from 1 (i.e., direct contacts only) to “infinite” (i.e.,
the total number of devices in the trace).

Fig. 1 shows the results of this analysis for all the traces studied.
In all cases, it is evident that, for all practical purposes, using just
two hops yields nearly the same performance as using “any-hop”
paths to disseminate information. The information relayed using
direct contacts (i.e., one-hop relaying) only reaches a fraction of
the population for the DieselNet and UCSD traces, equal to roughly
60%; in general, exploiting direct contacts only results in signifi-
cant delays compared to multi-hop forwarding. Going beyond two
hops brings marginal delay benefits, an observation which holds ir-
respective of the type and properties of the trace, and irrespective
of the source node chosen. Specifically, we find that the improve-
ment of two-hop paths compared to one-hop paths is typically at
least one order of magnitude with regard to the dissemination time.
These benefits significantly diminish going beyond two-hop paths
(see Table 2).

From the system design perspective, it is important that two-
hop relaying schemes can achieve delays close to the “optimal”, as
restricting to two-hop relaying schemes significantly simplifies the
design of relaying strategies.

2.2 Paths are Positively Correlated
Typically, opportunistic relaying algorithms operate by replicat-

ing messages at device contacts based on pre-defined heuristic rules,



Figure 2: Correlation coefficients for two-hop paths per (s,d) pair.

Table 2: Median delivery delay vs. number of hops.
1 2 3 ∞

UCSD 25 days 2.5 days 1 day 1 day
Infocom 6 hr 6 hr 6 hr 6 hr

DieselNet 8 days 40 min 40 min 40 min
SF Taxis 4 hr 15 min 7 min 3 min

and/or attempt to optimize a utility function using some simplify-
ing assumptions about user mobility or global information state [3,
14, 26, 5]. In most cases, content relaying ignores any possible re-
lationships among the various relay nodes and similarly analytical
tractability favors the assumption of statistically independent relay-
ing paths. However, in practice, one would expect that correlations
among relaying nodes do exist, and that such correlations might re-
sult in sub-optimal forwarding and duplication of the content of in-
terest. For example, devices carried by friends or co-workers might
exhibit similar daily patterns with regard to their contacts with other
devices. Thus, content duplication in such cases, where delay pat-
terns between two devices are highly correlated, would bear little
or no benefit in practice.

Having established that two-hop paths are sufficient, we now
concentrate on analyzing the independence hypothesis by studying
possible correlations across two-hop relaying paths. To this end, for
a source device s, and a destination device d, we examine the time
it takes (i.e., delay) for a message originated at device s to reach
device d through a relay device r, for all possible (s,r,d) paths. We
estimate the path delay by sampling at regular intervals throughout

the trace, thus creating a delay time series per (s,r,d) path. For
example, one could sample once per day at 10 am, where the delay
would specify the time passed since d last received content from s
through r, assuming that s always has new content to offer. Two
paths for the same (s,d) appear independent, if the correlation of
the respective time series is close to zero.

Fig. 2 aggregates the (Pearson’s) correlation coefficients across
(s,d) pairs (i.e., correlating the delay time series across all possi-
ble relays) for all traces, by providing the mean, the median, the
10- and the 90-percentile of the Cumulative Distribution Function
(CDF). For the specific figure, we sample the delay every two hours
for the Infocom trace and once per day at noon for the other traces.
Note, that for each (s,d) pair, we need to compute n(n−1)/2 cor-
relation coefficients, where n is the number of nodes in the given
data trace. For the SF-Taxis trace, in order to restrict the number of
(s,r,d) paths to consider for reasons of computational complexity,
we performed the analysis for a sample of 75 taxis as a source or a
destination (i.e., 5550 (s,d) pairs) and all possible 535 relays.

Most (s,d) pairs exhibit significant correlations. Fig. 2 high-
lights that in the vast majority of cases, most paths per (s,d) pair
exhibit correlations (i.e., most points in the CDF are far away from
0). Table 3 displays the median correlation coefficients. Overall,
positive correlations are prominent, while uncorrelated pairs seem
limited. This implies that carefully selecting relays is crucial to op-
timize content distribution, as disseminating content through posi-
tively correlated paths might lead to sub-optimal performance.

The observed correlation is present irrespective of the dissemi-
nation delay. Fig. 3 examines the median value of the correlation
coefficient across relay paths conditioned on their respective delay
values. Specifically, for two relay paths (s,r1,d) and (s,r2,d), the



Table 3: Correlation of two-hop paths.
Median

UCSD 0.98
Infocom 0.3

DieselNet 0.2
SF Taxis 0.75

Figure 3: Correlation coefficient vs. the delay of relay paths.
Positive correlations exist over the whole range of delays.

figure examines their correlation coefficient value versus the max-
imum of the respective mean path delays, and aggregates the cor-
relation values by plotting the median per delay value. Maximum
over the delay of the two paths was chosen to ensure that the delay
of the two paths examined is bounded by the value on the x-axis. As
previously observed, positive correlations are prominent irrespec-
tive of the mean path delays in all traces. Further, no clear trend is
observed, with the median correlation coefficient value remaining
roughly invariant to the mean path delay values.

Finally, we remark that not all paths per (s,d) pair exhibit corre-
lations. We have examined the fraction of paths per (s,d) pair for
which the correlation coefficient is within some interval (−δ,δ) for
small values of δ > 0. Depending on the value of δ (e.g., from 0.01
to 0.09), the median fraction of uncorrelated paths varies between
1% to 5%. This amounts to roughly 1,500 to 7,000 paths per (s,d)
for the SF-Taxis trace, or 10 to 300 paths for the Infocom trace.
This indicates existence of paths with statistically independent de-
lays that can be leveraged for the content dissemination task.

3. RELAYING ALGORITHMS
This section introduces a natural global objective for relaying

strategies and describes a distributed relaying scheme that aims at
optimizing this objective. The global objective captures both user
preferences over information channels and their timeliness of deliv-
ery. The proposed scheme opportunistically and optimally exploits
mobility so as to deliver content to users without relying on any
specific assumptions about their mobility.

3.1 Objectives

3.1.1 Channels
We consider a system that consists of a set of information chan-

nels I , assumed to be finite, and a set of users U. Each user is inter-
ested in the content of some of these channels. Channel i publishes
messages at instances of a stationary and ergodic process at rate
0 < λi < ∞ of messages per second. Users may receive messages
directly from a source of the corresponding channel or through an-
other user acting as a relay. For each channel i, we assume that a
message published at time t may be of interest to a user if it reaches
this user no later than t + ti, where ti is a deadline associated with
messages of channel i.

3.1.2 User Mobility
We assume that user mobility is a stationary and ergodic pro-

cess, thus allowing for general user mobility. For example, indi-
vidual user movements are allowed to be statistically non identical
and correlations are allowed across time and across individual user
movements. User mobility is naturally assumed to be independent
of message generation processes at the sources. As a consequence,
we may define the stationary one-hop and two-hop delays: Di,u is
the time it takes for a channel-i message to reach user u without
the help of any relay, and Di,r,u is the time it takes for a channel-i
message to reach user u through relay r. Note that it might well
be that the two-hop delays of channel-i messages to user u through
different relays are correlated.

3.1.3 Probabilistic Relaying Strategies
We consider randomized relaying strategies that are specified by

x ∈ [0,1]|I |×|U| where xi,r represents the probability that user r re-
lays a message of channel i. User r provides, for relaying purposes,
a finite storage of size Br messages. Denote by s and t two con-
secutive contact times between a relay r and a source of channel
i. At time t, relay r considers all messages published by channel
i in the time interval (max(s, t− ti), t] in decreasing order of mes-
sage age, and downloads each such message with probability xi,r,
where draws for different messages are independent. Note that no
transmission constraints are considered here, as relays are assumed
to be able, while in contact with a source, to download all mes-
sages generated in the interval (max(s, t− ti), t]. We may however
extend our algorithm and analysis to model short mobile-to-mobile
or mobile-to-source contacts and include transmission constraints1.

The relays deploy a First-In-First-Out buffer policy: to allow the
download of a new message when the buffer is full, the least re-
cently downloaded message is discarded. Note that the buffer pol-
icy could also be age based. In the following we denote by IPx[·]
and IEx[·] the steady-state probability distribution and expectation
of random variables under relaying strategy x.

Using probabilistic relaying strategies incurs some network over-
head as some messages, downloaded by relays, would not actually
be delivered to any user. It proves rather difficult to quantifying
this overhead using mathematical analysis. Note, however, that our
strategies are by design trying to minimize this overhead.

3.1.4 Performance Metrics and Objectives
We consider relaying strategies that aim at optimizing a natural

global system objective, which we define in the following. Two
factors determine the value of an information channel to a user: (1)
user-specific preference for the content of the given channel and (2)

1We provide details in the companion technical report [10].



timeliness of delivery. Let pi,u(x) be the steady-state probability
that a message of channel i is received within deadline by user u
under relaying strategy x. That is

pi,u(x) = IPx[Ai,u ≤ ti]

where Ai,u is the age of a message of channel i when received by
user u (assumed to be infinite if the message is never received by the
user). Notice that in a stationary and ergodic regime, pi,u(x) corre-
sponds to the delivery rate of channel-i messages to user u (count-
ing only messages received within deadline ti) over an asymptoti-
cally large number of published messages.

We define the value of channel i to user u by Vu,i(pi,u(x)), where
Vi,u is an increasing function Vu,i : [0,1]→ IR. This definition nat-
urally captures both intrinsic user interest for the content of given
channel and its timeliness of delivery. Special cases include linear
functions such that Vi,u(pi,u(x)) = wi,u pi,u(x) where wi,u is a posi-
tive constant that captures user u’s intrinsic preference for channel
i. For example, wi,u may take binary values, value 1 if user u sub-
scribes to channel i, and value 0 otherwise.

The global system objective is to optimize aggregate value of
information channels across users in the system:

SYSTEM
maximize ∑i∈I ,u∈U Vi,u(pi,u(x))

over x ∈ [0,1]|I |×|U|.
(1)

With linear utility functions, the objective is simply to maximize
the number of messages delivered to interested users, which may be
quite unfair as users with large two-hop delays may be penalized.
To ensure some level of fairness, one could choose logarithmic util-
ity functions yielding a Proportionally Fair allocation of relaying
resources. In practice, the specific choice of user utility functions
and channel deadlines would ultimately be made on the basis of
the service usability as perceived by users, which would require a
user study and is out of scope of the present paper. In our work,
we allow for general utility functions which can be instantiated to
particular choices in practice.

The above optimization problem accounts for buffer constraints
at individual user devices, which are implicit in the definition of
the delivery probability pi,u(x). We will provide an explicit char-
acterization of the delivery probability, pi,u(x), later in this sec-
tion. Notice that in the above optimization problem, there is no
cost for relays to download messages from sources or to transmit
these messages to interested users. In a more realistic setting, relays
may wish to limit the number of transmissions, for example to save
battery power. Assume that the cost for relay r to transmit and re-
ceive messages to be relayed at average rate ar is captured through
a cost function Cr(ar), assumed to be increasing, continuously dif-
ferentiable, and convex. This is accommodated by replacing the
objective function in (1) by:

∑
i∈I ,u∈U

Vi,u(pi,u(x))− ∑
r∈U

Cr(ar(x)) (2)

where ar(x) represents the average transmission and reception rate
of relay r under strategy x. The analysis and the relaying strate-
gies proposed here to solve SYSTEM can be extended to include
transmission costs1.

3.2 Sub-gradient Algorithms
This section focuses on describing relaying strategies that aim at

solving SYSTEM, introduced in (1). Our strategies are based on

sub-gradient method that amounts to updating the relay probabili-
ties as follows, for every channel i and relay r,

d
dt

xi,r = ∑
j∈I ,u∈U

V ′j,u(p j,u(x))
∂

∂xi,r
p j,u(x). (3)

Under this dynamics, the objective function in SYSTEM increases
over time and converges to a maximum value. Due to space limi-
tations, this paper skips the presentation of structural properties of
the optimization problem (1), but note that we were able to estab-
lish uniqueness of optima under some simplifying assumptions1.

The difficulty of this approach lies in evaluating the gradient
in (3), i.e. for every channel j and user u, we need to evaluate
∂p j,u(x)/∂xi,r, for every channel i and relay r. To address this chal-
lenge, we combine techniques from Smoothed Perturbation Anal-
ysis (SPA) (e.g., [7]), and stochastic approximation (e.g., [15]). In
what follows, in order to simplify the presentation, we use linear
utility functions so that Vi,u(pi,u(x)) = wi,u pi,u(x), for some posi-
tive constant wi,u. Note that the analysis readily extends to more
general classes of utility functions (indeed for such functions, one
just need to further evaluate p j,u(x) which is arguably easier than
to compute its derivates).

3.2.1 Smoothed Perturbation Analysis
We show how to evaluate the gradient of the function p j,u(x),

for every channel j and relay r, using smoothed perturbation tech-
niques [7]. This yields an explicit characterization of the gradient
in terms of expectations of some random variables whose realiza-
tions can be locally observed by users and estimated by an online
procedure that we describe in §3.3.

The age A j,u of a message of channel j when received by user u,
if received at all, exceeds the deadline t j for user u, if the message
could not have been received within deadline by user u through
neither a direct contact with a source of the message nor via any
relay. We characterize this event in the following.

We first need to introduce some notation for a message of chan-
nel j. Without loss of generality, we assume that this message was
generated at time equal to 0. Let Ã j,r,u denote the age of the mes-
sage of channel j at earliest time instant at which it could have been
received by user u through relay r (if it was downloaded by relay
r). Let N j,r,u denote the number of messages admitted by relay r
in the time interval (D j,r,D j,r,u], where D j,r is the one-hop delay
from j to relay r and D j,r,u is the two-hop delay from j to u through
relay r. Notice that each message admitted in the latter time inter-
val moves the message of channel j towards the head of the queue.
The age Ã j,r,u is less than t j if and only if both of the following two
conditions hold true: (1) there exists a path to user u through relay r
within deadline t j, i.e. D j,r,u ≤ t j and (2) the message is not evicted
by the buffer policy at relay r, i.e. N j,r,u < Br. Therefore, we have

{Ã j,r,u ≤ t j}= {D j,r,u ≤ t j}∩{N j,r,u < Br}.

Note that Ã j,r,u is defined for each message of channel j and may
have a finite value even if the message was not downloaded by relay
r. To account for this, we define

A j,r,u =

{
Ã j,r,u if R j,r = 1

∞ otherwise

where R j,r is a binary indicator that takes value 1 if the message
was admitted by relay r and value 0, otherwise.

Now, observe that A j,u > t j holds if and only if (1) the message
could not have been delivered through a direct contact of user u
with a source, i.e. D j,u > t j, and (2) there exists no path to deliver



the message through a relay within the deadline, i.e. A j,r,u > t j, for
every relay r. In other words, we have

{A j,u > t j}= {D j,u > t j}∩r {A j,r,u > t j}.

In order to present the main result of this section, we need to
introduce some new notation. Let Ni

j,r,u be the number of channel-i
messages downloaded by relay r in the time interval (D j,r,D j,r,u]

and let Ki
j,r,u be the number of channel-i messages that are observed

by relay r in (D j,r,D j,r,u] but not downloaded. Denote by A−r
j,u the

age of a message of channel j when arriving at user u, assuming
that relay r is not used to disseminate the message. Notice that
A−r

j,u > t j holds if and only if D j,u > t j and A j,r′,u > t j, for every
relay r′ 6= r. Finally, let us define the following indicator, for a
message of channel j, relay r, and user u,2

I j,r,u = 1IA−r
j,u>t j

1ID j,r,u≤t j .

We can now state the main result of this section that characterizes
the gradient of the function p j,u(x), for every channel j and relay
r. This is a key result that will enable us to devise optimal relaying
strategies. The proof of the theorem is presented in § 3.4.

THEOREM 3.1. For every channel j ∈ I and user u ∈ U, the
gradient of the function p j,u(x) is given by, for every channel i and
relay r,

∂

∂xi,r
p j,u(x) = IEx[1IA−r

i,u>ti 1IÃi,r,u≤ti ]1I j=i

− IEx

[
I j,r,uR j,r(Ni

j,r,u1IN j,r,u=Br +Ki
j,r,u1IN j,r,u=Br−1)

]
.

(4)

The component of the gradient, ∂p j,u(x)/∂xi,r, consists of a pos-
itive and a negative element that admit the following intuitive in-
terpretations. First, the positive element is zero for every i 6= j; for
i = j, it corresponds to the probability that the message of chan-
nel i could have been delivered through relay r and not through
any other path. Second, the negative element can be interpreted
as a negative externality term that captures the effect of increas-
ing the relaying probability xi,r on the probability of delivery of
channel- j messages. This term measures the number of channel-
i messages downloaded by relay r during the time the channel- j
message, which was dropped by r just before meeting user u, was
in the buffer of relay r; and the number of channel-i messages that
were rejected by relay r during the time the channel- j message was
in the buffer and it was at the head of the queue (next to be evicted)
when relay r meets user u.

The gradient in (4) can be estimated in an online fashion by re-
lays using only locally observable information, as we describe in
the next section.

3.2.2 Stochastic Approximation
We identify an online algorithm for updating the relaying prob-

abilities by relays based on locally observed information and show
convergence to the sub-gradient dynamics introduced in (3).

We consider updating of the relaying probabilities by a relay r
and introduce the following variables per message m of channel
c that are locally observable by relay r. Let us introduce Yi,r(m)
defined as follows

Yi,r(m) = ∑
u∈U

(
αi,r,u(m)−βi,r,u(m)

)
2Hereinafter, for a relation A, 1IA is equal to 1 if A is true, and 0,
otherwise.

where

αi,r,u(m) =
(

wi,u1IA−r
i,u (m)>ti,u 1Ãi,u(m)≤ti,u

)
1Ic=i

and

βi,r,u(m) = wc,u1IA−r
c,u(m)>tc,u 1IDc,r,u(m)≤tc,u Rc,r(m)×

×
[
Ni

c,r,u(m)1INc,r,u(m)=Br
+Ki

c,r,u(m)1INc,r,u(m)=Br−1

]
.

For an interpretation of the expected values of αc,r,u(m) and βc,r,u(m)
we refer to the discussion following Theorem 3.1.

Remark that relay r can observe Yi,r(m) when it receives feed-
back from users for message m. Each user u interested in messages
m must inform relay r whether other relays were able to success-
fully deliver message m to user u. This can be achieved by letting
each user u interested in message m keep a record whether message
m could have been received within deadline through a unique path,
if it could have been received at all. Then, when for the first time
Tr,u(m) after the deadline of message m expires, relay r and user
u meet, user u sends the required information to r which allows
to compute the part of Yi,r(m) corresponding to user u. We assume
that relay r updates the relaying probability xi,r at instances Tr,u(m),
for each message m and interested user u by an online update rule
that we describe in the following.

We denote with Sr(n) the n-th feedback from a user to relay r
(notice that (Sr(n),n≥ 0) is a superposition of the instances Tr,u(m)
for every message m and every user u. Denote by c(n) the channel
of the corresponding message, and by u(n) the user from which
relay r receives feedback. We update the relaying probabilities
(xi,r, i ∈ I ) using the following stochastic approximation algorithm
per each new feedback received, for 0 < ε < 1,

xi,r(n+1) = xi,r(n)+ ε
∑ j∈U λr

j

λr
c(n)

(αi,r,u(n)(n)−βi,r,u(n)(n)) (5)

where λr
j is the publishing rate of messages of channel j as ob-

served by relay r. Notice that λr
j is equal to the publishing rate of

channel j messages if the relay meets a source of channel j at a pos-
itive rate. Remark that the update rule (5) conveniently aggregates
feedback from different users in an online fashion.

We show that the update rule (5) approximates the sub-gradient
algorithm specified in (3). Let x̄(t) be a continuous-time process,
defined for channel i and relay r as follows:

x̄i,r(t) = xi,r(n), for t ∈ [εSr(n),εSr(n+1)).

We next present a convergence result whose proof is provided in
§ 3.4.2.

THEOREM 3.2. For the stochastic approximation algorithm (5),
x̄(t) = (x̄i,r(t), i∈ I ,r ∈U) uniformly converges over compact time
intervals, for asymptotically small parameter ε > 0, to the solution
of the following system of ordinary differential equations, for every
channel i and relay r,

d
dt

x̄i,r(t) =
1
τr

∑
j∈I ,u∈U

w j,u
∂

∂xi,r
p j,u(x̄(t))

where τr := 1/(∑ j∈I λr
j).

3.3 A Baseline Implementation
For concreteness, we describe an implementation of the stochas-

tic approximation algorithm (5). We describe the state kept by in-
dividual users and the actions performed at user encounters.



Figure 4: Buffer of a relay containing messages (real and virtual) from three different channels, indicated with different shades.

3.3.1 Relay r
Relay r maintains a buffer of messages observed from sources

which includes real messages whose payload was downloaded and
also virtual messages that are messages observed by the relay whose
payload was not downloaded. Note that at any time, there are at
most Br real messages in the buffer, where Br is a configuration pa-
rameter, while virtual messages do not consume the buffer of relay
r and some control information is maintained for these messages
in order to compute αi,r,u(m) and βi,r,u(m) for each message m of
channel i and each interested user u. Relay r further maintains a
reference to the last message dropped from the buffer. Refer to
Figure 4 for an illustration of a relay’s buffer structure. We now
describe the procedures run by relay r when meeting a source and
a user, respectively.

Relay r meets a channel-i source. Relay r first updates its esti-
mate, λr

i , the publish rate of fresh channel-i messages as observed
by relay r. This is done by using a recursive estimator such as ex-
ponential weighting smoothing that is commonplace in the design
of networking systems. It then downloads each message with prob-
ability xi,r in decreasing order of age, and during this procedure,
updates the reference to the last dropped message.

Relay r meets user u. Relay r first transmits all messages from its
buffer to user u which are of interest to this user (user is subscribed
to this channel and the age of a message is smaller than the dead-
line). The relay maintains two records per message dec_h[m][i][u]
and dec_ld[m][i][u], where m is identifier of a message, i is identi-
fier of a channel, and u is identifier of a user, which we describe in
the following. Notice that these records are created only if a mes-
sage m is in either state head-of-the-queue or last-dropped at an en-
counter with a user u and the user expressed interest for message m.
At such an event, if m is at the head-of-the-queue, for each channel
i, dec_h[m][i][u] is created and set to the difference of the number
channel-i messages in the buffer (real and virtual) and the num-
ber of real messages in its buffer (notice that this difference corre-
sponds to the parameter Ki

c,r,u(m) where c is the channel of message
m). On the other hand, if message m is the last dropped message,
for each channel i, dec_ld[m][i][u] is created and set to the number
of real channel-i messages in its buffer (notice that this corresponds
to Ni

c,r,u(m)). The records dec_h[m][i][u] and dec_ld[m][i][u] are
kept by relay r until feedback from user u for message m is re-
ceived and at that time are used to adjust the relaying probabilities
for relay r, which we describe in more detail shortly.

Finally, relay r receives feedback from user u and updates its
relaying probabilities. Specifically, for a message m of channel c,
user u sends a ternary feedback ( f1(m), f2(m), f3(m)) where f1(m),
f2(m), and f3(m) are binary values that are used to adjust the re-

laying probabilities as follows, for a fixed configuration parameter
ε > 0,

xi,r← xi,r +
ε

λ̂r
c

[
f1(m)1Ic=i− f2(m)

(
f3(m)dec_h[m][i][u]

+ (1− f3(m))dec_ld[m][i][u]
)]

.

Notice that f1(m) signals whether an increment of the relaying
probability xc,r should be made, f2(m) signals whether a decre-
ment of the relaying probabilities of relay r should be made, and
f3(m) signals whether the decrement is because m was either in the
head-of-the-queue or the last-dropped state.

Garbage collection. For each message m observed by relay r, re-
lay r maintains a list of receivers that need to provide feedback for
this message. These are receivers that observed message m for the
first time from the buffer of relay r or in the last-drop state at re-
lay r. The state maintained for message m is deleted by relay r
when feedback is received from all receivers that needed to provide
feedback.

3.3.2 Receiver u
For each message m of interest for receiver u, the latter maintains

a list of relays, inc_list[m], which at the time when the feedback
collection is completed, contains identities of relays through which
m was observed within deadline and the payload of this message
could not have been downloaded from neither a source nor another
relay, and which thus should receive a positive feedback. Similarly,
user u maintains a list of relay identities, dec_list[m], for which
message m was observed in either the head-of-the-queue or the last-
dropped state, and which thus should receive a negative feedback.

Receiver u meets relay r. For each observed message m, receiver
u maintains a boolean variable seen_real[m], which will be used
to distinguish the case where user u could have downloaded the
payload of message m from more than 1 user (either a source or a
relay), or otherwise.

We first describe the updates of dec_list[m]. If the variable
seen_real[m] is equal to 0 (i.e. message m has not been down-
loaded earlier), then, if message m is either head-of-the-queue or
last-dropped at relay r, then r is appended to dec_list[m]. Oth-
erwise, if seen_real[m] is equal to 1, then any entries in the list
dec_list[m] are deleted (because there existed a path to deliver
message m to receiver u).

The updates of inc_list[m] obey the following rules. If mes-
sage m is observed for the first time by receiver u and is in the buffer
of relay r, inc_list[m] is initialized to r and seen_real[m] is set
to 0, if m is a virtual message, and set to 1, otherwise. On the other



hand, if message m was already observed at an earlier instance,
the algorithm distinguishes two cases. First, if message m is a real
message, then any entries from inc_list[m] are removed and r
is appended, if seen_real[m] is equal to 0; then, seen_real[m]
is set to 1. Second, m is a virtual message, then r is appended to
inc_list[m], if seen_real[m] is equal to 0.

Finally, feedback is computed as follows. For each message m
such that there exists an entry r in either inc_list[m] or dec_list[m]
and the deadline of message m expired, the feedback is set as fol-
lows. If r is in inc_list[m], then f1(m)= 1, otherwise, f1(m)= 0.
If r is in dec_list[m] then f2(m) = 1, otherwise f2(m) = 0. If re-
ceiver u has downloaded message m, then f3(m) = 1, otherwise
f3(m) = 0. Notice that conditional on f2(m) = 1, f3(m) = 1 means
that message m was in the head-of-the-queue state when r and u
were in contact, and otherwise, in the last-dropped state. Feedback
( f1(m), f2(m), f3(m)) is communicated to relay r.

Receiver u meets source s. If message m is observed from source s
within deadline, then any entries are removed from both inc_list[m]
and dec_list[m], and seen_real[m] is set to 1.

3.4 Proofs of Theorems 3.1 and 3.2

3.4.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1
First, note that for every relay r ∈U, we have

1− p j,u(x) = IPx[A j,u > t j]

= IEx[1IA−r
j,u>t j

(1−1IÃ j,r,u≤t j
R j,r)]

= IPx[A−r
j,u > t j]− IEx[I j,r,uR j,r1IN j,r,u<Br ].

Since the ages of messages through paths other than those travers-
ing relay r do not depend on xi,r, in order to compute the partial
derivative of p j,u(x) with respect to xi,r, it suffices to consider only
the second term in the right-hand side of the above equation.

Let Mi
j,r,u be the number of channel-i messages that are observed

by relay r in the time interval (D j,r,D j,r,u]. Notice that Mi
j,r,u =

Ni
j,r,u +Ki

j,r,u, for every channels i and j and relay r. In order to
easy the notation, we will use the following shorthand notation N ≡
N j,r,u, Ni ≡ Ni

j,r,u, N−i ≡ N−N−i
j,r,u, and Mi ≡Mi

j,r,u.
Notice that the following holds

IEx[I j,r,uR j,r1IN<Br ] = IEx[I j,r,uR j,rIPx[N < Br|Mi,N−i]]

and, then consider

h(xi,r) = IPx[N < Br|Mi,N−i]

= IPx[Ni +N−i < Br|Mi,N−i].

Since conditional on Mi and N−i, Ni is a binomial random variable
with parameters Mi and xi,r, we have

h(y) =
Mi

∑
j=0

1I j<Br−N−i

(
Mi

j

)
y j(1− y)Mi− j.

Taking the derivative, we obtain

h′(y) =−Mi
(

Mi−1
Br−1−N−i

)
yBr−1−N−i

(1− y)(M
i−1)−(Br−1−N−i)

=−MiIP[Z = Br−1−N−i|Mi,N−i]

where Z is a binomial random variable (Mi − 1,xi,r). Now, it is
readily showed that for any two binomial random variables Z ∼
Bin(m−1, p) and Y ∼ Bin(m, p),

IP[Z = z] =
(

1− z
m

)
IP[Y = z]+

z+1
m

IP[Y = z+1].

Therefore, since Ni is a binomial random variable (Mi,xi,r), condi-
tional on Mi, we have

h′(xi,r) =−IEx

[
(Mi−Ni)1IN=Br−1 +Ni1IN=Br

]
. (6)

We use the latter identity for the following two cases.

Case 1: j 6= i. In this case, we have

∂

∂xi,r
p j,r(x) = IEx[I j,r,uR j,rh′(xi,r)]

= −IEx[I j,r,uR j,r((Mi−Ni)1INr=Br−1 +Ni1IN=Br )] (7)

where the last equality follows from (6).

Case 2: j = i. In this case, we have

∂

∂xi,r
pi,r(x) = IEx[Ii,r,u[h(xi,r)+ xi,rh′(xi,r)]]

= −IEx[Ii,r,u[xi,rh′(xi,r)+h(xi,r)]]

= IEx[Ii,r,u1IN<Br ]− IEx[Ii,r,uRi,rh′(xi,r)] (8)
= IEx[Ii,r,u1IN<Br ]−

IEx[Ii,r,uRi,r((Mi−Ni)1IN=Br−1 +Ni1IN=Br )] (9)

where (8) holds because Ri,r and Ii,r,uh′(xi,r) are mutually indepen-
dent random variables and (9) follows from (6).

The asserted result follows from (7) and (9) by turning back to
the original notation.

3.4.2 Proof of Theorem 3.2
The result follows from Kushner and Yin [15][Chapter 12, Theo-

rem 3.1] in view of the following facts. First, since we assume that
the message publishing by sources and user mobility are stationary
ergodic processes, so that we have for every relay r,

lim
N→∞

1
N

N

∑
n=1

(Tr(n+1)−Tr(n)) = τr

where recall Tr(n), n ≥ 1, are instances at which feedback is re-
ceived by a relay r.

Second, we establish that the following holds for every channel
i and relay r,

lim
N→∞

1
N

N

∑
n=1

∑
r
j∈I λr

j

λc(n)
Yi,r(n) =

∂

∂xi,r
∑

j∈I ,u∈U
w j,u p j,u(x)

where c(n) and Yi(n) are under x(n) fixed to x, for every n ≥ 1.
Notice that

1
N

N

∑
n=1

∑ j λr
j

λr
c(n)

Yi,r(n) =
1
N

N

∑
n=1

∑
j∈I

∑ j λr
j

λr
c(n)

Yi,r(n)1Ic(n)= j

= ∑
j∈I

1
N j

N j

∑
l=1

N j

N
∑ j λr

j

λr
j

Yi,r(n j(l))

where for each fixed channel j, n j(l) is a subsequence at which
c(n) = j and N j is the length of this subsequence. Noting that for
every channel j, limN j→∞ N j/N = λr

j/∑ j λr
j and

lim
N j→∞

1
N j

N j

∑
l=1

Yi,r(n j(l)) =
∂

∂xi,r
∑

u∈U
w j,u p j,u(x).

The asserted result follows.



Figure 5: SCOOP’s performance compared to R-OPT at various publishing rates and buffer sizes.

4. PERFORMANCE
This section presents the performance evaluation of SCOOP by

comparing with current state-of-the-art protocols based on realis-
tic mobility scenarios. The evaluation examines the significance
and effect of various parameters such as the buffer size, the pub-
lishing rate of messages, and the message expiration deadline. We
conducted simulations using our own built simulator that receives
as input: i) a mobility trace that specifies contacts between nodes
over time; and, ii) a message publishing trace specifying the time
instances and source channel of published messages. All results re-
ported here are obtained for ε = 0.01 (we varied ε around this value
and observed only negligible impact on performance).

Since previous work does not support multicast delivery of streams,
we have adapted RAPID [3] to support the delivery of messages
from a source to multiple destinations. Previous evaluations of
RAPID show that it outperforms other strategies and hence, it is
the baseline used to compare SCOOP. In RAPID, a relay forwards
messages greedily aiming at maximizing the marginal utility which
is similar in spirit to our scheme. The utility might be, as in our
system, the probability to deliver messages to destinations within
specified deadlines. In order to estimate the marginal utility gain, a
relay has to ideally know which other nodes possess replicas of the
message and when they expect to meet the destination. As this re-
quires global knowledge, strategies to estimate the gain resort to ap-
proximation and simplifying assumptions about user mobility (e.g.,
statistically identical individual user movement, independence of
delivery paths, and some Poisson approximations). In particular,
RAPID assumes that delays through various relays are statistically
independent, an assumption contradicted by the experimental re-
sults presented in Section 2.

To adapt RAPID for a multicast scenario, we examine the ag-
gregate utility of the probability of delivering a message across all
destinations for every message. We further compare SCOOP against
an optimized version of RAPID, that will henceforth be referred to
as R-OPT. The optimizations include the following: (1) Each relay
node has complete knowledge of the dissemination state, i.e., at any
point in time each node knows exactly which messages are carried
by all nodes; (2) Each relay knows the complete matrix of mean
pairwise inter-contact times for all nodes. As discussed above, in

the original RAPID algorithm, these quantities are approximated
since it is practically infeasible for all nodes to have a complete
view of the whole network. In essence, R-OPT presents a best-
case scenario for RAPID, where each node exactly knows all the
state required by the dissemination algorithm.

Fig. 5 presents how SCOOP performs against R-OPT, for the
DieselNet trace that was initially used to evaluate RAPID in [3].
For comparison purposes, we further highlight R-OPT’s perfor-
mance by restricting it to two-hop relay-paths only. Fig. 5 high-
lights the message delivery ratio as we vary the node buffer sizes
and the source publishing rate. Each point represents mean value
computed based on ten runs where five sources and five destina-
tions were chosen randomly, and the rest of the nodes are relays.
We computed the average delivery ratio and confidence intervals
for 95% of confidence, but omit to show the confidence intervals in
figures for visualization purposes, whose lenghts were about 10%.
Message deadline is set to 1 week. Finally, SCOOP’s initial relaying
probabilities are set to 1.

We observe that despite relying only on locally observable infor-
mation, SCOOP provides good performance that is in many cases
near to R-OPT for different choices of relay buffer size and mes-
sage publishing rates. Note that the delivery ratio gap between
SCOOP and R-OPT is approximately constant for a wide range of
message publish rate. We further note that the delivery ratio gap
between R-OPT with and without the two-hop relaying path re-
striction is small which conforms with the analysis of path delays
in Section 2.

Fig. 6 examines similar scenarios, but, in this case, the buffers are
fixed to intermediate size (equal to 10 messages), and the message
deadlines vary from 1 to 14 days. As expected, increasing message
deadlines improves the performance for all algorithms. We observe
that SCOOP yields comparatively high delivery ratios, especially,
for the range of small message deadlines. In this case, as well, the
95% confidence intervals were approximately of 10% length and
are omitted to simplify the presentation.

For completeness, Fig. 7 presents performance of the three dis-
semination protocols for one of the other mobility traces, namely
the SF-Taxis trace. The figure is equivalent to the middle one of
Fig. 6 in terms of buffer size and message inter-publishing time.



Figure 6: SCOOP’s performance compared to R-OPT with varying message deadlines in days. Buffer size = 10. (MIPT = Message
inter-publish time.)

Figure 7: SCOOP’s performance compared to R-OPT with
varying message deadlines for the SF-Taxis trace. Buffer size
= 10 and message inter-publish time = 12 hours.

However, for this scenario, we select quite aggressive deadlines (a
few hours) to stress-test the dissemination protocols. For efficiency
reasons, we have randomly selected 50 nodes and used the first
two weeks of the SF-Taxis trace.3. Again, the average delivery ra-
tio improves for all three protocols with the message deadline and
R-OPT performance is not significantly affected by restricting the
relaying to one- or two-hop paths. We observe that SCOOP provides
average delivery ratios that for sufficiently large message deadline
is within 10% of the omniscuous R-OPT.

3Note that our R-OPT implementations are quite computationally
expensive since they maintain all the possible state in the system
(e.g., inter-contact times and utilities are estimated across all mes-
sages and nodes at every meeting instance).

5. RELATED WORK
Several proposals for routing or disseminating messages in DTNs

have been made and we refer to [28, 29] and [3] for an overview of
the state-of-the-art. Routing protocols in DTNs are usually classi-
fied into two broad categories: (1) forwarding protocols that keep a
single copy of the message to deliver in the network, see e.g. [12];
(2) epidemic routing protocols that replicate messages at transfer
opportunities to find a path to the destination. We are interested in
the second category of protocols since our system goal is to dis-
seminate the channel contents to multiple interested users.

In most of the algorithms proposed so far, nodes limit the number
of times they forward a message using various kinds of information.
For example, in [26, 5], the routing uses the number of replicas al-
ready generated by nodes to decide whether new replicas should be
created; most of the protocols use the history of node encounters
to infer likelihood of message delivery if forwarded to a particular
node (e.g. [19, 6, 5, 22, 3, 17]); replication algorithms may also try
to leverage the social structure of the network for message forward-
ing decisions [8] as socially-related nodes are more likely to meet.
Some routing algorithms account for storage limits at nodes, see
e.g., [9, 19, 18, 6, 27]. Only a few papers, e.g. [5, 3], propose algo-
rithms that in addition, try to cope with transmission or bandwidth
constraints (the amount of information that can be exchanged per
contact is limited).

Our framework differs from all previous proposals. First, it ad-
dresses multi-point (channel sources) to multi-point (interested users)
communication. The closest related work are the protocols RAPID
[3] and the one proposed in [14]. As discussed for RAPID in Sec-
tion 4, these protocols are based on simplifying assumptions re-
garding user mobility (e.g. statistically identical individual user
movements, independence of delivery paths). It remains unclear
whether they perform well under general mobility models. In con-
trast, our framework identifies decentralized relaying strategies that
provably converge to optimal solutions of a global system objec-
tive, and allow for general user mobility, and thus alleviate to re-
sorting to any simplifying assumptions that may not be met in prac-
tice. Finally, we remark that aiming at a global system objective un-
derlie some other work on the design of protocols for opportunistic



communications. For example, [24] but the problem therein is op-
timizing caching of content and is thus different.

6. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We presented SCOOP, a relaying strategy that supports multi-

cast delivery of information streams to interested users in mobile
networks. SCOOP is designed to optimize a well-defined global
system objective using an algorithm that is fully decentralized, re-
quires only locally observable information by individual nodes, al-
lows for general user mobility, and converges to optimal points of
the underlying global system objective. The relaying algorithm al-
leviates relaying on restrictive user mobility assumptions, such as
statistical independence of delays through different paths, and un-
like to most previous proposals does not require nodes to posses
any global knowledge.

For future work, it would be interesting to evaluate analytically
how fast is the convergence and how it depends on user mobil-
ity, publishing rates, and the configuration parameters of the algo-
rithm. It would also be of interest to pursue more extensive analysis
by simulations to further evaluate SCOOP’s performance across a
wide range of practical mobility scenarios, in particular, investigate
potential benefits over alternative approaches in cases where path
delays exhibit strong correlations.
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